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Pretty Sylvia Likens apparently brought out the woman’s inner mean girl.

Things got off to a rocky start. When the Likens’ first $20 money order was late, Baniszewski

dragged the girls upstairs, slapped Jenny, and shrilled, “I took care of you two bitches for a week

for nothing.”

From then on, their lives were filled with misery; Sylvia bore the brunt of the rage.

Soon, Gertrude called for reinforcements — children, her own and the ones hanging around her

house — to mete out Sylvia’s punishment. One used her to practice his judo.

They burned her with cigarettes and, more than once, Gertrude forced her to dance naked in front

of the other children. There were baths in scalding water, beatings and starvation. By fall, torturing

Sylvia had become a hobby for the local kids.
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The house of horrors at 3850 East New York St. in Indianapolis where Sylvia Likens spent her short
life being tortured by Gertrude Baniszewski and her teen band of sickos.

It all culminated on one horrible night when Baniszewski, using a sewing needle, carved an “I” into

the skin on Sylvia’s abdomen. She then turned the needle over to a 14-year-old neighbor, Richard

Hobbs, to finish the job. She had to help him spell the word “prostitute.”

A few days later, Sylvia was dead and Baniszewski was under arrest, along with eight of her

youthful accomplices, the oldest 17, the youngest 11. Police did not have a hard time getting

details from the children. They explained their participation in the torture rituals by saying “Gertie”

told them to.

Baniszewski insisted that the kids acted on their own. She knew nothing.

Baniszewski, her daughters Paula, 17, and Stephanie, 15, her son, Johnny, 12, and two teenage

neighbors, Coy Hubbard, 15, the judo expert, and Hobbs were charged with murder. Stephanie was

tried separately, and freed.

On May 19, 1966, the jury convicted the older woman of first-degree murder, her daughter Paula of

second-degree murder, and found the rest of her youthful gang guilty of lesser homicide charges.

The boys were sentenced to two to 21 years and were released in three.

Gertrude and Paula got life in prison.

By 1985, Gertrude was free on parole, having been a model prisoner. “The Lord has forgiven me

and I have peace inside,” she said upon her release. Five years later, she died of lung cancer.

Despite an attempted prison break in 1971, Paula earned parole in 1972 and dropped out of the

public eye.

She remerged briefly last October, almost 47 years to the day after Sylvia Likens died. She had

been working as a teacher’s aide in an Iowa high school under the name Paula Pace. Somehow,

her real identity became known and she was fired. “It was very shocking,” one surprised parent told

the Marshalltown Times-Republican. “She’s always been very nice.”
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It may be autumn, but

Selena Gomez is bikini
ready all year round. The

21-year-old stripped down
and flaunted her slender

figure in South Florida while she enjoyed some down
time with friends on Oct. 28, 2013. It's been all work

and no play for Gomez, who has been working around
the clock for her Stars Dance Tour -- so we're not

surprised the brunette beauty took some time to relax
and soak up the sun before her next concert in the

Florida city of Sunrise on Oct. 29, 2013.A woman who dressed as

a bloody Boston Marathon
bombing victim unleashed

the wrath of Internet vigilantes. Alicia Ann Lynch, 22,
posted a pic of herself wearing the gory Halloween

costume on her Twitter account. The backlash was
predictably swift.

Got milk? These ladies

certainly do! Despite being
covered in pints upon pints

of real milk, these pin-up

girls still manage to
achieve 50's style glamour while posing for the Milky

Pin-up Series. Photographer Jaroslav Wieczorkiewicz
took more than 200 frames to capture each shot while

milk was poured onto different areas of the model's
body. While it makes for a messy shoot, the results

were incredible -- the photo series will soon become a
limited edition Milk Calendar 2014. Take a look at how

these pin-up ladies make wearing milk glamorous ...

Austin Dawkins, 37, is now

facing criminal charges
after surveillance video

taken at a Clarkesville gas station on Oct. 16 appears
to show him dangerously placing a lighter between his

truck's gas tank and his wife.

In a deeply personal and

almost shockingly honest
memoir, “Dr. J,” basketball

legend Julius Erving comes clean about his moves on
and off the court.

He’s got no wife, no

money, but he’s happy in
his “hobbit hole.” Dan Price

left behind a stressful life
as a photojournalist after

his marriage fell apart, and he wound up in a meadow
outside Joseph, Ore. He now lives in an underground

hutch burrowed into the hillside.

A Georgia dad and his wife

face murder charges after
cops found his 10-year-old

daughter’s badly burned body in a trash can. Eman
Moss called 911 early Saturday morning and told a

dispatcher he was with a dead body and thought he
might kill himself, police said.

The Day of the Dead is a

Mexican celebration that
lasts from Oct 31-Nov. 2.

The holiday marks the return of ancestral spirits to
earth, and is celebrated by decorating the graves of

loved ones. A man holds bouquets of marigolds and
chrysanthemums in Xoxcotlan, Mexico on Oct. 31,
2013. Marigolds figure prominently into Day of the

Dead. See the stunning photos ...
Monday mornings are
tough for everyone, but on

Jan. 29, 1979, a freckle-
faced red headed teen found a unique way to sing the
beginning-of-the-week blues.

A 3,000-year-old mystery
has finally been solved

after researchers
discovered how the world's
most famous pharaoh,
Tutankhamun, died.
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Very  frustrating when the media and others call child abuse and murder "bully ing." The word
"Bully ing" and "Bully " is being incredibly  overused. This was clearly  child abuse and murder and
the teens Sy lv ia Likens used to torture her v icitm were also v ictims of child abuse. And good
question -- why  parole? This entire case is horrific! 

Ross Ellis, Founder and CEO, STOMP Out Bully ing, www.stompoutbully ing.org

210 days ago

8
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MANINTHEMIDDLE

SHARE

The jury  gave them life in prison y et they  were paroled, free to live their lives unlike their
tortured, murdered, v ictim. Stories like this make me a believer in capital punishment.

211 days ago
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Claire Danes of
'Homeland' poses
topless in Interview
Magazine

Celebs run in NYC
Marathon to support
good causes

(VIDEO) Supermarket
cart kills Chinese
woman

Virginia boy, 7,
dresses in white KKK
robe for Halloween
because it's 'cool' —
with mom defending
costume as 's KKK
Halloween costume
as family 'tradition'

Colorado man
arrested for
kidnapping of girl, 8,
from bedroom
window

Ex-mayor and mom of
five who admitted to
touching 14-year-old
boy banned from
daughter’s high
school graduation

'ODIOUS, ABJECT
AND REVOLTING':
Two French
journalists found
fatally shot with their
throats slit in
northern Mali

Boss raped female
employees on
business trips

Lesbian
'sadomasochist' tried
to kill partner during
'rough sex': sheriff

The 34-year-old star posed
topless for a sexy photo
shoot in the December

issue of Interview
magazine and opened up to guest interviewer Dustin
Hoffman about playing Angela Chase on "My So-Called
Life" and Carrie Mathison on "Homeland."

Those cheering on the
48,000 runners in

Sunday’s ING New York
City Marathon just may spot
a supermodel or reality star
in the bunch. Christy Turlington and Bill Rancic are

among a handful of all-stars racing the 26.2 miles for
charity.

A stunning video shows the
moment a Chinese woman
was killed by a runaway
shopping cart. The

horrifying accident
happened Friday morning as a 60-year-old woman
shopped at a Shanghai supermarket, The Straits
Times Stomp reports.

Jessica Black, the pint-
sized boy's mother who
made his white robe and
cloak, says her son understood the risk when putting it

on. Not only that, it's a "family tradition," she argued.

John Stanley Snorsky Jr., a
self-described artist on a

mission to "change the
lives of at-risk youth," was arrested just hours after an
Aurora father woke to the cries of his daughter around
12:15 a.m. Tuesday.

A mother of five and former
mayor of a small town in
Washington who was
charged with molesting a teenage boy said she’s

determined to see her daughter graduate — despite
the school’s ban on convicted sex offenders.

The deaths of Ghislaine
Dupont, 51, and Claude

Verlon, 58, seasoned
journalists who worked for Radio France
Internationale, triggered questions over the lack of a

centralized authority in parts of northern Mali.

A Houston software
company executive who

was caught with taking
date rape and male
enhancement pills on a
business trip, admitted to drugging four female

employees in federal court Friday. Henri Morris,
president of Solid Software Solutions in Houston,
pleaded guilty Friday to drugging four female
employees in order to sexually abuse them, according

to the Houston Chronicle.A Florida “sadomasochist”
raped and tried to kill her
girlfriend during “rough

sex” romps, authorities
said. Mia McCarthy, 23, violated her older partner twice,
refusing to stop even as the woman suffered in pain,
an affidavit says. The first time was in July on the

girlfriend’s 52nd birthday.

LD91688

SHARE

It's because of the times - child abuse laws didn't even exist y et (i'm pretty  sure animal
abuse laws existed first) -- the culture was to not 'pry ' and question y our neighbors or
peoples parenting abilities. if this had happened today  they  would have all gotten life or
even death sentences. also i have no idea why  this is here, the sy lv ia likens case is not
some new discovery .
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REPLY 3 replies

MANINTHEMIDDLE

SHARE

The DN will feature a well known crime story  from the past. It's one of their
better features. The article does state that the mother and daughter were
sentenced to life in prison, which is what I was questioning. This happens today
as well. Life in prison should be Life in prison.
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ANNECREGAN006
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Y ou're right. When some of the neighborhood kids told their parents, they  did
absolutely  nothing. Next door neighbors heard her screams and turned a deaf
ear. They  said it was none of their business. I wonder why  they 're interested in
this now; this happened in 1965.
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MANINTHEMIDDLE. Y ou're right, I forgot about that.
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HAYDEN21
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ANNECREGAN006
No one called the cops either. One of the parents did call child protective serv ices, but
when making a v isit to the house the agent was outmaneuvered when she was simply
told the child had run away , but this was not the truth.
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TIGERETTE
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This wasn't bully ing. This was assault and murder. Bully ing is someone teasing y ou about y our
name, taking y our lunch money , or laughing at y our nose. Not nice but it won't kill y ou. I wish
people would stop confusing bully ing and deadly  assault.
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REPLY 4 replies

HAYDEN21

SHARE

This case started with bully ing then ended with torture and murder. Things got worse
over a period of a few months.

210 days ago

3

REPLY 1 reply

TIGERETTE
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2

Time to take a break!
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No, it started with assault. Learn the difference.
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HAYDEN21
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I read the book authored by  someone who attended the trial. Did y ou read the book and
any  court transcripts? If y ou did, then y ou would know it began with verbal bully ing
and false accusations.
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HAYDEN21
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Bully ing and assault are not mutually  exclusive. One often accompanies the other.
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BROOKLYNGIRL77

SHARE

Why  were these women paroled? If the sentence is life in prison, then why  even bother giv ing
the the ability  to be paroled. So happy  that Paula Place was fired and Gertrude is where she
belongs...six  feet under. What I question is where were the teachers? Did this child go to
school? So sad that this girl's y oung life was tortured daily .
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HORNETKICK

SHARE

No she didn't go to school. They  kept her chained up in the basement, at least that is the
way  it was portray ed in the movie. The parents were just as guilty . They  never checked
on their girls and never came to see them. If they  did, they  would have known what was
going on.
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HAPPIER AND BACK

SHARE

I see this is nothing new...savages alway s.

211 days ago
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ANNECREGAN006
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I watched a movie regarding this the other day , "An American Crime." I had to stop watching it
was so awful. I googled it and found the real story  was ten times worse than the movie. Not only
did this woman torture this y oung girl, also involved were her five children, the girl's sister and
neighborhood teens. She only  served 14 y ears in prison and her oldest daughter served 7 . I
might add, they  were church-going, god-fearing Christians. The movie is on Netflix . Not for the
faint of heart.
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UWSGRRRL

I saw half the movie based on the crimes on Netflix  but had to stop watching since the torture
was so horrific. It gave me nightmares & I could not stop thinking about it. 
It made waterboarding look like a picnic. No comparison! 
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For what they  did, they  should have spent the rest of their lives in prison leav ing only  in a
casket. Why , when someon get life in prison, does it not mean, life in prison. 
Also, one daughter was released. She, too, was in the house & participated. 
Justice sometimes is quite blind. 

My  other thought on this horrific murder, was how did they  get the other kids to participate. 
in the torture. 
May  the soul of Sy lv ia Likens be with the lord. 

REPLY 1 reply

BORKENSPIRIT

SHARE

I don't know why  people are so cruel and cold.... WHY  not a SINGLE person in that
CURSED house haven't called the police or, at least, tell someone about all of that ???
and WHY  those DAMN kids were beating an innocent girl ??? There's a monster inside
every one of us.... But I don't want to believe it..... Cause then people where careless,
and later, in the court, they  all suddenly  brought up to her ! WHO can explain this thing
to me ??? WHY  people didn't act earlier ?? Or is it, because of the certain group of people
? Was It ALL STREET going mad ???
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SHARE

Of course Paula was alway s nice because she didn't want people to find out what crime she took
part in. Awful to think that she was working around children, how could she work with children
when she took part in a horrible crime.
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JEPPYDOG111

SHARE

This woman was a sick monster and I'm not defending her daughter but... I find it very  unfair
when someone has done their time and has behaved normally  for half a century  and has a job
and is well-liked to expose them for their past and fire them. Why  can't a person have another
chance? If a person can't do their time and make a meager liv ing then just shoot them.
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She and her FREAKING FAMILY  doesn't deserve to have a good life !!!
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They  made a movie about this, its on Netflix  its sick called the girl next door
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LAUGHINGATFOOLS

SHARE

AWWW i knew i was reading this and was like my  wife made me watch a movie that
play ed out like this.. A great film, but hard to watch
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This woman Gertie was featured on a Deadly  Women episode also..
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i watched that movie and even thinking of it now disturbs me to the core, something i
can't watch again, poor child.
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